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ABSTRACT 
 
In this paper the idea of an enhanced security authentication procedure is presented. This procedure 

prohibits the transmission of the user’s password over the network while still providing the same 

authentication service. To achieve that, Kerberos Protocol and a secure password repository are adopted, 

namely a smart card. The conditional access to a smart card system provides a secure place to keep 

credentials safe. Then, by referencing to them through identifiers, an authentication system may perform its 

scope without revealing the secrets at all. This elevates the trustworthiness of the mechanism while at the 

same time it achieves to reduce the overhead of the authentication systems due to the elaborate encryptions 

procedures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In this paper a methodology is introduced, capable to prevent the exposure of the user’s password 

during the authentication phase in a network. The methodology focuses on well-known 

authentication mechanisms and provides a stepwise approach of security performance 

improvement. The method achieves to utilize a set of pre-computed passwords hidden to anyone 
but the authentication system. The method identifies passwords through their position in a list and 

uses them in random order. The change of passwords infrequent intervals leaves little room for 

attackers while the system-oriented generation and usage of passwords (transparent to the user) 
allow for security best practices to be applied. The enhanced capabilities of password utilization 

improve the performance of the systems as the cryptographic functions are not necessarily 

applied in a repeatable manner. Several technologies have been reviewed in order to compose a 
solution available for both open source and proprietary operating systems. 

 

The paper is divided as follows; the first section consists of a literature review followed by a 

section analysing the authentication protocols. Next section embodies the security features of 
each proposal. The last section presents the proposed solution and its main outcomes. A 

discussion about challenges and future work are followed by conclusions. 

 

1.1. Authentication and identification 
 

Authentication comes from the Greek lemma αὐθεντικός (authentikos) which means “the act of 
confirming the truth of an attribute of a single piece of data claimed to be true by an entity”.  

Such attributes indicate the identity of the data by profiling it through its characteristics. 

Identification refers to the act of stating/indicating a claim purportedly attesting to an entity’s 
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identity, namely a person or thing's identity. Authentication is the process of validating that 
identity. 

 

To comprehend the role of user identification and authorization into a computer system we should 
take an insight into its operational logic. A computer system is designed and developed to manage 

and coordinate the resources of available processors, memories, storage areas, and attached 

peripheral devices. These resources are utilized for diverse purposes, consisting of unique 

combinations known as processes or instances. It is clear that if multiple instances try to utilize 
the same resources at the same time, then the computer system would not be capable to serve 

them. To cope with that, certain prioritization is developed among instances to avoid a system 

crash. According to this logic, an instance has greater priority over another instance according to 
its criticality. Because the computer system cannot decide for all instances on this basis, humans 

do. And now a question arises: which among computer system’s users is the decisive one? Any 

user on a computer system wants to have the maximum priority on his choices, status that is about 

to be changed if we consider system-specific critical operations (i.e. as heat exhaustion) or 
sharing the computer system with other users, as such users should be divided into categories 

according to their decisive role over the system operation.  

 
The prime user category is the system’s administrator that has the role of configuring the 

operation of the system and fine-tuning the provided services. Another category is the simple use 

of the system’s offered services that has a decisive role only on the services offered. Finally, a 
role called guest is introduced, satisfying the overwhelming need for a temporal user that shares 

very limited resources of the system. 

 

User identification was introduced to allow the system to identify the user and thus to specify his 
access privileges. In early times, the user was identified through the effective user id (euid), used 

for all purposes. It was a code name that represented the user to the system. This code name, 

called username or user id, was a symbolic and not an actual description of the human user: the 
username neither had any significance in the real world nor should have any relevance to the 

user’s description (name, surname, etc).  

 

1.2. Username  
 

For a human to interact with the computer, he should use the common interfaces, usually the 
keyboard and the screen. As such, the username should be created using the system-wide 

character set. The system’s character set incorporates letters as well as numbers and symbols that 

come from human language. Still, there are more “symbols” that may extend the communication 
pattern from human-centric to system-specific. For example, the carriage return (ASCII 

character 13 CR) has no significance in human communication but has a severe impact on system 

processes. These system-specific symbols (control characters) may not be used in usernames as 

their result would be devastating for the proper operation of the system. In some cases, language-
specific characters belonging to the extended character set (something that is not standard among 

systems) are not taken into account for usernames.  

 
Utilizing the system-specific character set as described above someone could form combinations 

of his wish as usernames. Still, there is the system’s operational design that implies shape and 

structure limitations. In structure, the username should not be separated into discrete words (sets 

of characters) by using the special character space (ASCII character 32). In shape, the username 
should meet a specific limit of characters. The upper limit depends on the system, for example in 

Windows 7 it is 20 characters. The lower limit is one (1) character as there shouldn’t be a “no 

one” (from Homer Odyssey) user, even though the symbolic value for username class 
“nonexistent” is -2. 
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With time, computer systems become more complicated offering diverse services. To maintain 
the proper operation of these services as well as to update them without interfering with other 

services and resources, a specific class of username had to be introduced. That username class 

would be system-centric, as the operations required are limited in authorization and very narrow 
in extent. As such, usernames were distinguished according to the system they were about to be 

used, namely “fuid” for a file system, “ruid” for remote login on border equipment and so on.  

 

Every system realizes a realm where procedures and resource sharing are maintained in order. 
Multiple systems have diverse requirements and restrictions, and when brought together to 

interoperate, extend of systems-specific discipline applied is leveraged. System interoperation 

imposes the exploitation of common requirements and the abolition of the diverse ones. This 
means that if a user wants to use identical usernames among multiple systems, the codeword used 

in the former system could be prohibited in the latter. If there is no standard applied to impose the 

common criteria, username restrictions are not the same among systems and each system should 

maintain its own usernames. A user interacting with multiple systems should keep handy multiple 
usernames to log on each of them separately. This is a burden that most users could handle for a 

handful usernames. Given the increase to the number of usernames or their complexity, users find 

it difficult to remember them, failing to access system resources properly. 
 

The diversity of usernames that a single user must keep up is a security issue by itself. It is so 

because it is not feasible to keep this information in mind. Usernames cannot be possessed by a 
single user and also should be unique to each system applied. Users should select usernames that 

do not match those of existing user accounts and comply to system requirements. That increases 

the complexity of a codeword, usually driven away from the naming habits of the user. 

Usernames that are not familiar to user habits or comprehension may not be memorized easily. 
Commonly, humans note complex usernames on paper to keep track of them. Having the 

username on a media that is accessed easily, meaning that policing the paper reading is not easily 

applied, anyone without proper permission could gain knowledge of the written username. Given 
the fact that users gain access to systems based on usernames, the third unauthorized party has 

achieved half the way in almost effortlessly.  

 
Another security drawback is that a username once created is fixed, unchanged. Computer 

systems link usernames with the storage area where user-specific information is stored. This 

means that the username as codeword is correlated with the folder name used for storage. If the 

username codeword was to be altered, then either the folder name should be changed, or the 
system operation should be altered to link username to a folder name that is not identical. The 

prior is not feasible, as once created by the administrator, the contents of the “user named” folder 

belong solely to the user. The latter is also not feasible, as systems’ operation is predetermined. A 
third party that happens to know the exact combination of system characters that form a 

username, or even reveals it, could potentially claim it. The only defense the original user has is 

to delete the account and create a new one with a different username. Still, there is no way to 

keep the username away from third parties as that would dissolve the meaning of remote service 
provision.  

 

1.3. Password 
 

User authentication is a process that follows user identification. Given the drawback of 

username’s uniqueness into a system, along with the necessity to share user identities among 
services, a process that would reassure the system for the authenticity of the part that uses the 

username is required. For this to happen a communication mechanism should be established so as 

the user to prove his authenticity to the system. Systems interact with the user through 
standardized interfaces, and for this reason, the password is engaged. Password is another code 
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word that is used for user authentication. It is linked to a username and identifies uniquely the 
owner of it. Alike the username codeword, password uses a character set that is valid for the 

occasion. In this case, it incorporates all the character set along with more symbols than the 

username does. 
 

The purpose of the password is to be kept secret, shared only among user and system, but has the 

same disadvantages as usernames. Its intend is to harden the possibility to be revealed. Despite 

that, the more secure a password is the more difficult it becomes for humans to conceal it or even 
remember it. 

 

As the unique technique to verify user’s authenticity, passwords became a single point of security 
failure. Malicious users try to break passwords with several techniques in order to gain access 

into systems. Those techniques (such as brute force, dictionary, etc) took advantage of 

authentication methods and system operations vulnerabilities.  

 

 The first one is the transmission of the password “over the air” meaning that anybody that has 
access to the transmission medium could “listen” (eavesdrop) to the password. For this 

reason, passwords were encrypted. Encryption transforms the original character string to a 

string of bytes. This transformation brings passwords’ value beyond the valid character set 
and as such become non-comprehensible to anyone that does not know the encryption 

procedure. Still, given that systems should interoperate, and as such encryption techniques 

should be well established, someone could reveal the password through elaborate methods of 
reverse encryption (decryption). To cope with that, a procedure that introduced arbitrarily to 

the encryption process was employed (the so-known “salt”) hardening the decryption. 

Though tough, decryption is still possible [1]. 

 

 A second drawback is that password codeword is also exposed by its shape, meaning the 
length of the codeword in characters. This knowledge limits the effort taken to break the 

password, and the shorter the password is the faster to be broken. To cope with this, the 

passwords should be enhanced to maintain their meaning but to be length neutralized. This 
enhancement allows for the uniformity in password lengths as well as concealment for their 

specific characteristics. The homogenous alteration of passwords was feasible with the hash 

algorithms, like MD5. The hash algorithm has a security advantage that it can not be used in 
the opposite direction, meaning that a hashed password cannot be decrypted. Still, new 

attacks arose, like the rainbow one [2]. 

 

 The protection of the communication channel among interacting parties, the user and the 

system, became a necessity. Encryption algorithms, like SHA256, were developed to 
guarantee channel confidentiality. When the remote parties were synchronized, the channel 

becomes practically non-penetrable, providing the required password protection. Still, if 

someone achieved to play the roles of the remote party (client or server) and stand in the 
middle of the communication channel, he could misguide process through replaying 

messages from the legitimate parties and in time decrypt content [3]. 

 

 The man-in-the-middle attack gave advent to mutual authentication procedures, like PKI, 
where a participant in a secure channel conversation should be recognized as valid before and 

during this act. For this to happen, a set of authentication and encryption procedures take 

place with the utilization of the private and public key. This method has the limitation that the 

keys are fixed for each user and so, exposed in time and attacks, vulnerable. 
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 To provide a secure space where even the keys could be changed in time so as the procedure 

to be sanitized and the content remain safe, complicated systems like Kerberos where 
developed. In such a system not only all of the aforementioned procedures take place, but it is 

also foreseen the periodical change of keys and passwords. The attack space is limited due to 

often changes and penetration is extremely difficult, but not impossible. What keeps 
penetration possible is the transmission of the passwords and keys over “the air”. 

 

A complete solution to security issues over authentication mechanisms would be the avoidance of 

transmission of any password or key over the air. The usage of these codewords in procedures 
like challenges could trigger trust relationship and provide a leeway for securing channel without 

an observer ever see the codeword in over the air. This solution is proposed as an extension to the 

current functionality of the Kerberos system through the usage of a secure repository, the smart 
card, as described further in this paper. 

 

2. AUTHENTICATION MECHANISMS 
 

Authentication indicates how one party verifies another's identity. Can be one-way or two-way 
(the latter is sometimes called mutual authentication). In one-way authentication, a client presents 

a password to a server, or a server presents its certificate to a client during an SSL/TLS 

connection negotiation so that the connection can be encrypted. In two-way authentication, both 
the client and server exchange certificates during SSL/TLS connection negotiation. Besides the 

certificate exchange, on any authentication procedure, it is mandatory for a client to present its 

credentials in order to gain access to the service. Usually, these credentials are transmitted over 

the network via an encrypted channel. That channel usually becomes a target from malicious 
users focusing to gain the credentials transferred within.  

 

Several technologies have been used to create a security proposal available on both open-sources 
(Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, Kerberos) services. The following section consists of a 

review over the mandatory device, the protocols, and their functionality. Furthermore, the 

security aspect of the protocols will be emphasized, as security is the key issue of this paper. 
 

2.1. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
 
LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) is a standard specified by RFC 4510. It is a 

"light" application of X.500 targeting directory services. The main service of LDAP is to 

distribute information among clients connected on the system. LDAP refers to a set of 4 models 
that guide the client as he browses a directory [4]: 

 

1) The naming model describes the organization and reference to the data. Data are organized in 

logical entities in a hierarchical manner, building up structures, the directories. Addressing 
specific block is achieved with naming. 

 

2) The information model describes the data types storable in folders as well as the structure of 
information units. 

 

3) The functional model consists of a set of operations divided into three groups. Among them, 
the authentication and control operations allow clients to identify themselves to the directory and 

control certain aspects of a session. 

 

4) The security model relies on the fact that LDAP is a connection-oriented protocol. In other 
words, an LDAP client opens a connection to an LDAP server and performs various protocol 
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operations on the same connection. During the lifetime of the session, the LDAP client may 
authenticate to the directory server. At that point, supplementary privileges may be given. 

Furthermore, as mentioned above the fact that LDAP is a connection-oriented protocol creates the 

necessity of multiple security enhancements.  
 

It is mandatory for the client to authenticate to the directory server multiple times depending on 

the policies applied over the network. With the term policies, a number of variables are taking 

into consideration, such as the lifetime of the session (timestamps) and privileges are given by the 
administrator. Authentication from the client’s perspective is the process of proving to the server 

that the client is a particular entity by proving it with a username and a password. From the 

server's perspective, the process of authentication involves accepting the identity and credentials 
provided by the client and checking whether they prove that the client is who it claims to be.  

 

2.1.1. Security Over LDAP 

 
By providing a Domain Name (DN) and a set of credentials, a client can use the bind operation 

to authenticate itself to the directory. The server checks if the credentials of the specified DN are 

legitimate. Then, the server notes that the client is authenticated for the connection lifetime.  
 

The server then grants privileges to the client on the basis of its identity. Client identity reaches 

the server through bind methods. There are different types of bind methods in LDAP. In a simple 
bind (Figure 1), the user presents a clear-text DN and password to the LDAP server. The server 

verifies that the user’s password matches the value stored in the entry’s user password attribute 

and, if so, gives the client a success code. 

 

 
Figure 1. LDAP simple Bind authentication 

 

In version 3 of LDAP a new type of bind operation is introduced: The Simple Authentication and 

Security Layer (SASL) bind. With SASL, the client indicates the sort of protocol to be used (SSL, 

TLS, DIGEST-MD5). If the server supports the authentication protocol, an agreed-on protocol is 
performed between the client and server [4]. In this way, a password is not transmitted in 

plaintext. 

 

2.1.2. Threats Against LDAP 

 

In March 2014, researchers found vulnerability (Heartbleed) in OpenSSL, the cryptographic 
library used to secure connections. This permitted connection endpoints to scan packet data after 

payload by denoting a length of payload greater than the amount of data expected in the 

HeartbeatRequest message. The Heartbeat Extension enables either endpoint of a TLS session to 

identify whether its peer is still active and was driven by the need of Datagram TLS (DTLS) 
session management. Standard TLS applications do not contain the extension because they can 

depend on TCP to manage the corresponding session. During the original TLS handshake, peers 

show approval for the expansion. Either endpoint may send a HeartbeatRequest signal after 
negotiation to check connectivity. HeartbeatRequest posts are a one-byte type field, a two-byte 
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payload field, a payload field and at least 16 bytes of random padding [5]. A solution against the 
Heartbleed vulnerability is a mechanism to check that the response is not longer than the request.  

 

While buffer overhead or overflow attacks can be patched, session hijacking attacks need more 
drastic countermeasures. Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) [6] attack relates to “a type of active 

wiretapping attack in which the intruder intercepts and deliberately modifies transmitted 

information to mask as one or more of the persons engaged involved in a communication 

association”. The attack will be analyzed more in the next section, as it affects Kerberos as well 
via the use of SSL/TLS from the protocol. SSL/TLS Protocols are vulnerable to MitM as their 

authentication mechanisms can be bypassed if the attacker manages to make his attack on the 

real-time environment [7]. Based on the nature of LDAP and the usage of SSL/TLS, a MitM 
attack becomes a threat that cannot be ignored. 

 

2.1.3. Vulnerabilities of LDAP 

 
The harassment of the communication channel among LDAP client and server imposes severe 

security threats to the authentication service. Still, the service can be restored while the incident 

cannot. The incident reflects the exposure of the service to malicious handling, namely the 
exposure of the secrets. In our case, secrets are the password of the client transmitted over the 

channel for the authentication procedure. It is so because the rest of the user credentials, like 

username and domain name, are dominated by the operation of LDAP (naming model, etc) that is 
inflexible. Thus, the main drawback of LDAP is its lack to preserve password confidentiality if 

channel integrity is breached. 

 

2.2. Kerberos 
 

Kerberos offers a means of validating the identity of individuals on an accessible (unprotected) 
network (e.g., a workstation operator or a network server). This is achieved without depending on 

host operating system authentication, nor relying on host addresses or forcing all hosts on the 

network for physical security. Under these circumstances, Kerberos conducts authentication by 

using standard cryptography, i.e. shared a secret key, as a trusted third-party authentication 
provider. 

 

Sharing a secret requires multiple parties, so a shared DES key is a secret key. Something is 
private only when it is not known to anyone but its proprietor. Thus, a sole entity keeps both 

public and private keys in public-key cryptosystems.  

 

2.2.1. Authentication Procedure 

 

Kerberos originally was built based on symmetric-key cryptography and requires a trusted third 

party. Extensions to Kerberos can provide for the use of public-key cryptography during certain 
phases of authentication. The client needs to be authenticated to the resource server and requests a 

session key from the KDC. The KDC will produce and distribute the session key to both parties. 

It must transmit it to both the client and the resource server after the KDC has produced the 
session key. Kerberos encrypts it with the entity’s master key to ensure the transmission of the 

session key to a specific entity. Thus, it is necessary to generate two encrypted versions of the 

session key: one is encrypted with the master key of the client, and the other is encrypted with the 

resource server’s master key. The session key encrypted with the master key of the resource 
server is regarded as a “ticket” in Kerberos terminology. A Kerberos ticket offers a manner to 

safely carry a Kerberos session key across the network. Only the destination resource server 

decrypts it [8]. Kerberos authentication relies on a procedure implemented with the exchange of 

messages as described below (Figure 2): 
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 AS_Request: The client presents the workstation with a username and password. 

Additionally, he provides a query to issue a ticket-granting-ticket (TGT) for the ticket-
granting system (TGS) for the authentication server (AS). It involves the username but not 

the password in plaintext. On the registered password, the client conducts a one-way hash 

function, and this becomes the client’s hidden master key. The client sends the request to the 
AS.  

 

 AS_Reply: When the AS accepts the TGT application, it extracts the username from the 

request and retrieves from its internal database the respective password and produces the 

client's master key by hashing the password. The AS then creates a TGT, wrapping the TGT 
in a response message. The TGT includes both plaintext and an encrypted piece. To encrypt 

the ciphertext portion of the TGT, the AS utilizes a cryptographic key extracted from the 

user's password. Thus, the encrypted part, which also contains a cryptographic key known as 
a session key, can only be decrypted by the user who knows the password. The AS sends the 

response message to the requesting client. 

 

 TGS_Request: The client receives the reply transmission, extracts the TGT, then decrypts 
the encrypted portion of TGT. Furthermore, the client presents a service ticket request. The 

request will wrap the TGT and an authenticator-known encrypted framework. Using the 

session key obtained from the TGT, the client encrypts the authenticator. The authenticator 

verifies the awareness of the session key of the client. The request for the service ticket also 
indicates the resource server name. The client sends the service ticket request to  

the TGS. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Kerberos authenticated Service Provision Architecture 

 

 TGS_Reply: The TGS extracts the name of the server for which the client requests the 

service ticket upon receipt of the service ticket request. Then, a service ticket is composed. 
The TGS encrypts the service ticket's ciphertext portion with the server's secret key so that 

this portion can only be decrypted by the server. Also, the TGS involves a fresh 

cryptographic key called a sub-session key in the ciphertext portion of the service ticket. The 
TGS returns to the client the response message. 
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 APP_Request: When the TGS reply is received, the client uses the session key to decrypt its 

ciphertext portion to obtain the sub-session key. The client also extracts the service ticket. 
Then, the client authors a message for the resource server and wraps the service ticket in the 

message. This message represents a request to the server for establishing a new secure session 

with the client. The client sends the message to the resource server.  
 

 APP_Reply: The resource server derives from the request the service ticket, decrypts its 

ciphertext section, and then collects the session key. Thus, both the client and the server will 

be aware of this key. Next, the resource server grants the client a successful affirmation. With 

this session key, the client and resource server can now interact safely with each other. 

 

2.2.2. Security Features  

 
Within Kerberos scope is the prevention of unencrypted password handling. As such the user’s 

password is stored in AS database in encrypted form utilizing the string2key function. This 

function is called every time a new password enters the realm of a principal. The string2key 

function is employed to transform a diverse formed user password in a suitable uniform secret 
key. The function utilizes the PBKDF2 mechanism to perform its purpose. Password-Based Key 

Derivation Function version 2, (PBKDF2), is a key derivative function released in PKCS #5 by 

RSA Laboratories. PBKDF2 introduces CPU intensive activities to deal with brute force attacks 
based on weak user passwords. Such activities are based on a pseudorandom iterated (PRF) 

feature. PBKDF2 uses a pseudorandom function, for instance, a hash-based message 

authentication code (HMAC), including a password (P) together with salt (S) as entries and 
replaying  (N) amount of times to create a secret key (K). Hash-based Message Authentication 

Code (HMAC) is an algorithm based on a cryptographic hash function to generate a message 

authentication code. The HMAC definition needs 

 

 H: a selected cryptographic hash function, 

 K: the secret key 

 text: a message to authenticate 
 

As described in RFC 2104, HMAC can be defined as follows: 
 

  textipadKHopadKHHMAC ,,   
 

Salt is a string to be concatenated to the unencrypted password before applying the string2key 

function to obtain the key. Kerberos 5 utilizes the same user’s principal as salt:  
 

 Ktolis = string2key (Ptolis + "tolis@EXAMPLE.COM") 
 

Ktolis is the encryption key of the user tolis and Ptolis is the unencrypted password of the user. 

This type of salt has the following advantages: 
 

1. Two principals belonging to the same domain still have distinct keys with the same unencryp

ted password. For example, imagine an administrator having a principal for everyday work 
(tolis @ EXAMPLE.COM) and one for administrative work (tolis/admin @ 

EXAMPLE.COM). This User has likely set the same password for both principals for 

reasons of convenience. The salt presence ensures that the associated keys are distinct. 

2. If a user has two accounts in different domains, it is fairly common for both domains to have 
the same unencrypted password: due to the presence of the salt, a possible compromise of an 

account in one realm does not automatically lead in the other being breached. [9]. 
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By default, Kerberos uses as salt principals’ name and the name of the realm.  The absence of a 
salt input to the hash is opposed to cryptographic best practices and enables an attacker to develop 

a password hash "rainbow table." 

 

2.2.3. Threats Against Kerberos 

 

Given the poor-quality of the user-selected passwords, a rainbow table derived from common 

passwords likely list would be able to compromise Kerberos principals in any realm (for 
example) using RC4 encryption types for password-derived keys. While multiple proposals for 

enhancing the cryptographic aspect of Kerberos exist, numerous threats can bypass that type of 

augmentation. Rainbow tables are a compromise between precomputation and low memory 
usage, in essence “saving memory at the cost of cryptanalysis time.” About to the potential issue, 

the KDC must remember the secret key of every user in the conventional Kerberos setting. 

Therefore, if an illegitimate person even gains read-only access to the KDC database, the KDC's 

security is thoroughly compromised. Alternatively, since Kerberos utilizes public key enabled 
keys to encrypt TGTs, read-only access to the database of a KDC would not compromise security 

at all. The only way for an intruder to breach the public key-enabled security of Kerberos is to 

acquire write access to the folder of the X.509 Certificate Authority. This is considerably more 
difficult than reading secret keys passively in traditional Kerberos databases [8]. Thus, 

implementing any type of cryptography would upgrade the security infrastructure of Kerberos, 

the protocol remains vulnerable against multiple types of attacks.  
 

Man-In-The-Middle (MitM) is a kind of attack where a malicious third party secretly takes 

control of the communication channel between two or more endpoints. The attacker of MitM can 

intercept, modify, alter or substitute the communication traffic of target victims. Besides, victims 
are unaware of the intruder, believing that the channel of communication is protected. While 

MitM can be executed in different communication channels (Table 1), our focus is over SSL/TLS 

as those two protocols are in charge of securing the channels between the client and the server. 
Furthermore, SSL / TLS MitM is a method of active network interference in which the intruder 

embeds himself into the medium of communication between two victims (generally speaking, the 

browser of the victim and the webserver). The intruder then creates two distinct SSL links with 
each victim and relays data between them in such a manner that the middleman is unaware of 

both. This configuration allows the attacker to record all data on the wire and even alter the 

transmitted data selectively [10]. 

 
Table 1. MitM Attack on Different Layers of OSI Model and Types of Networks [10] 

 

 
 

2.2.4. Vulnerabilities of Kerberos 
  

Standard Kerberos protocol weakness is that the key kC used to encrypt the client's credentials is 

derived from a password, and passwords are notoriously vulnerable to dictionary attacks. Besides, 
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since the initial request is completely plaintext, an active attacker can repetitively request 
credentials from a truthful client and accumulate a large amount of plain text ciphertext pairs, the 

latter being encrypted with the long-term key kC of the client. While the attacker cannot use these 

credentials to authenticate the scheme, there is a significant chance for the attacker to carry out an 
active dictionary attack against the key [11]. 

 

3. PROPOSITION DECOMPOSITION 
 

As discussed in the previous sections, the main drawback of authentication mechanisms is the 
transmission of the password over the channel. Even hardened through the encryption of the 

transmission channel, the exposure of the secret is still possible. To surpass this drawback, a 

method that prohibits the exposure of the secret over the air is necessary.  Relevant works elevate 
the security characteristics of the communication channel that secret is passed over, but not the 

method of secret sharing. 

 

Secrets precomputed and stored in a secure repository can be delivered to remote users without 
the usage of the communication channel. The secure repository is a user limited replica of the 

authentication authority repository decentralized on a smart media. This media is transferred 

under the control of the user but not under his authority. This repository shall contain secrets that 
only the authenticating authority knows. To produce diversity, the secrets shall be listed in sets 

and identified through their row number. The valid password is identified through the list number 

and used locally, keeping it away from transmission over the channel. A third-party 

eavesdropping channel traffic can comprehend the reference (secret number) but not the content. 
After the sealing of the channel through cryptography, all unauthorized parties are locked out. 

Until they achieve a breakthrough of current password seal, an alteration of the valid password 

may take effect without the exposure of its value. 
 

 

Figure 3. Kerberos standard authentication procedure  

The proposed scheme incorporates the smart card as a securer credentials’ repository. Smart 

cards may control the access to their file system while at the same time separate the file systems 
in isolated areas. As such, each user possessing a smart card may hold diverse sets of credentials 

per required authentication procedure (i.e. remote access and back-office access). The valid 

credentials consist of the current username and password as opposed by the authentication 
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authority through the namely procedure. Credentials’ current values are deterministic for the 
authentication to happen though stochastic in time. This means that their value is valid until the 

user alters them. Alteration allows for a new password, yet the username cannot follow that 

procedure as services provided to user from authentication authority are linked to that (username). 
A set of passwords are linked to each username to change the credentials set dynamically. 

Through this method, issuer and user are synchronized regarding the authentication credentials 

required through a given set of passwords pre-computed and linked to the given username by the 

issuing authority. 
 

Usernames are fixed for the life of use in a system, but not necessarily communicated to the user. 

This means that as the username, as an authentication credential, participates in the above-
mentioned authentication procedure, its current value may be kept away from the user 

knowledge. As it is stored in the smart card file system, it may be accessed by the authentication 

authority when required and kept secret elsewhere. This prohibits the user from unintentional 

disclosure of the half part of the credentials’ secret, the username. 
 

As the authentication procedure may choose a set of credentials through the potential 

combinations of the pre-computed passwords, there is no need for password renewal with the 
intervention of user or any other system outside the secure repository environment of the smart 

card. Given the order of passwords enlisted, one could identify the credentials set through the 

identifier of the selected password’s thesis along with the pre-computed list. In this way, no one 
except the issuer-authentication service may know the actual value of the identified password. 

The lack of password knowledge of the user reduces the chance of human factor security issues 

on a domain. In this way, security considerations mentioned at (RFC 4120) as the secrecy of 

principals’ keys, password-guessing attacks and so on are raised.  
 

The password is known only to the system, not the user, and as such, it cannot be exposed. As the 

user does not have to enter the password, and namely to remember it, the password length and 
complexity could be arbitrary, leaving space for security best practices to be applied from scratch. 

Then passwords are pre-selected to be strong enough to apply as countermeasures for the 

aforementioned recognized Kerberos’ implementation and cryptographic problems. It is 
necessary to pick a compatible with Kerberos cryptographic algorithm even though the smart card 

will not work as a cryptographic device but as storage. Currently, Kerberos v5 supports smart 

card implementations. The proposed solution is taking advantage of the architecture of 

microprocessor smart cards. Also, a smart card comprises a computer system that retains secrecy 
as it only becomes operational when plugged into a suitable hosting device while maintaining 

data in various security layers at the same moment. Their file system (Figure 4) contains multiple 

partitions creating the finest structure for the proposal, as each partition can be programmed to 
require authentication and store different passwords individually for each host (smart card per 

host) [12]  
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Figure 4. Smart Card File System /DF: Dedicated File / MF: Master File / EF: Elementary File 

 

3.1. Proposed Solution Implementation 
 

3.1.1. Kerberos Oriented Implementation 

 
1) The source code of Authority Service Request step needs to be changed to receive a different 

type of credentials (besides the user’s name, a smart card’s ID code is mandatory as well as the 

enlisted password id): 
 

 AS_REQ = (PrincipalClient, PrincipalService, IP_list, Lifetime) is the existing code and it 

requires the above information.  

The new version needs to contain additional information in the form of (Table 2): 

 AS_REQ = (PrincipalClient, PrincipalService, IP_list, Lifetime, SCidCode, Pid) 

 
2) Database scheme at the AS has to transform the password record from a fixed size variable to a 

fixed size list. The list may hold all of the alternative pre-defined passwords in a hierarchical 

order to be accessed sequentially. A password would be then selected according to its turn in raw 
(1st, 2nd, etc.). Also, it is necessary to add new tables and entities in the database such as smart 

card’s serial number including the partition numbers that the passwords are stored, to cover every 

possible new variable necessary for the implementation. 
 

Table 2. Kerberos database schema before and after proposed enhancement. 

 
dn: uid=krb5-
kdc,ou=dso,dc=example,dc=com 
objectClass: top 
objectClass: account 
objectClass: simpleSecurityObject 
uid: krb5-kdc 
userPassword: 
{SSHA}OFFICE123456789HAD 
description: LDAP account for the Kerberos 
KD 
 

dn: uid=krb5-
kdc,ou=dso,dc=example,dc=com 
objectClass: top 
objectClass: account 
objectClass: simpleSecurityObject 
uid: krb5-kdc 
userPassword: SCidCode(Pid)  
description: LDAP account for the Kerberos 
KD 
 
objectClass: SCidCode 
userPassword1: 
{SSHA}OFFICE123456789HAD 
userPassword2: 
{SSHA}HAD1234567THISSEAT 
description: Password list in repository 
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3) This turn-based identification mechanism could be utilized when a password has to be changed 
due to changes in applied policy or to life expectancy. As such, no new password is needed to be 

entered to the system by the user, but just the identification of the raw number of the next 

applicable pre-stored one (Figure 5). This means that string2key mechanism has not to be 
invoked on-demand and the system computational resources could be spared. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Passwordless handshake.  

 
4) Given the fact that the passwords may now be selected by the system, as there is no more 

human interaction required, the scope of using string2key and namely PBKDF2 mechanisms is 

raised. The system password complexity policy provides security guarantees. For example, the 
password =lw5=sw8praju9O98bu_p_6#?D2at2&ph!0@epld5us9ch@=lp$#Uqu-rimiJ=sP as 

proposed by Norton Password Generator  has about 8064 combinations that are feasible to be 

hacked in about 2 10111 years . Nevertheless, to keep up with best practices and backward 

compatibility, the encryption mechanism may remain under the following condition: the variable 
N of PBKDF2 mechanism must be reduced to a minimum to minimize resources occupation, for 

instance, match the passwords’ id (raw number). This modification makes an intruder’s life 

harder as he still has to guess the exact number of encryption iterations i to expose the original 
password (of unknown length and uncommon combinations). 

 

5) As the host machine does not contain a local repository (the smart card stores the password), 

Ticket Granting Server needs to redirect the ticket’s destination from the machine to the card. 
This feature can effectively help mobile users connecting through different devices with the same 

ticket, reducing the computational power of authenticating the same users every time they change 

devices. It is mandatory to take into account that the ticket given from Kerberos has an expiration 
date, given that the host will still have to reauthenticate after the pass of the preselected time. 
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3.1.2. LDAP Oriented Implementation  
 

The proposal is taking advantage of the usage of Kerberos as an authentication service for LDAP 

and raises a drawback as it prevents any password exchange over the network. The password may 
be encrypted with a common secret that AS and user (smart card) hold, like the smart card ID. 

The password then can be sent on the wire. Upon arrival to the AS, a set of derivatives over the 

user’s smart card ID and the potential passwords are produced to be compared to the incoming 

encrypted password. Upon a match, the AS validates whether the password is correct and updates 
the password ID counter. This counter may be utilized for dynamic password changes. The 

following modifications are necessary to be deployed over the host’s machine: 

 
1) Smart card ID should be stored in AS repository and linked to the user’s principal name. 

LDAPv3 supports smart card implementations, giving us the chance to simulate the proposed 

solution in a prepared environment. 

 
2) The password repository should be changed from the terminal’s file system to the smart card. 

When a smart card is accessed, the user must be invoked to approve the action through entering 

the PIN. 
 

3.2. Eliminated Threats 
 
Numerous threats against each technology were analyzed in previous chapters. The suggested 

proposal can work as a countermeasure for the majority of them. Namely: 

 
1. Man in the Middle attack: Assuming the attacker has managed to bypass multiple layers of 

security features, the cryptographic algorithms compatible with Kerberos are complex enough 

to require a huge amount of processing power. Even if the attacker manages to steal any type 
of information by hijacking the session, it will not have any value to him as he will have no 

clue of the secret.  

 

2. Dictionary – Brute force attacks: This type of attack focuses on the user credentials in order 
to hack them. As there is no fixed length or format of the password as users do not interfere 

with it, there is no use of a dictionary for an attacker. It is possible only to try all the potential 

space and structure combinations, making the breaking too harsh and, in conjunction with 
channel security measures, even impossible. 

 

3. Clone attack: The possibility to replay legitimate messages to hijack a session is not further 
handful as the dynamic change of passwords that authenticate users as well as sessions 

through keys expose such attacks. 

 

4. Social Engineering: Key aspect of the proposed solution is the lack of password knowledge 
from the user’s perspective. The user will not be able to expose something that he/she does 

not know.  

 

4. DISCUSSION  
 

4.1 Related Work  
 
While the majority of current security proposals based on Kerberos protocol are related to the 

cryptographic aspect of Kerberos [13], [14], a smart card integration design was proposed by 

[15]. Their design was taking advantage of microprocessor cards by transferring the 
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cryptographic processing from machine to the card. Furthermore, they implemented the following 
changes to swap the encryption-decryption mechanism from terminal to smart card: 

 

1. New encryption system (DES in CBC with MD5) as a compatibility issue existed 
between CRC (default hash method of Kerberos v5-1.0.5) and their chosen smartcard. 

2. Modified DES library so as Kerberos (that by defaults calls the encryption function from 

a terminal) search for the smartcard for operation performance. 

 
3. Modified the authentication function so that no inquires are issued for the password from 

the client (use) but are retrieved from smartcard instead.  

 
The above resolve the issues created by dictionary attacks to the Kerberos authentication 

procedure, but still, the method remains vulnerable against brute force and Man in the Middle 

attacks. The encrypted password can be further processed by the attacker if he establishes a real-

time session hijack.  
 

4.2. Threats Against Smart Card Implementations 
 

Cryptographic devices have several physical and logical interfaces. Some of these interfaces can 

be accessed easily, while others can only be accessed by special equipment. Based on the 

interface that is used for an attack, it is possible to distinguish between invasive, semi-invasive, 
and non-invasive attacks. All of these attacks can be either passive or active. If the smart card as a 

secure repository is breached, then the secrets are exposed. As such, care should be taken as the 

repository be utilized only when meant to be. Future work could focus on securing the 
authentication process end-to-end. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The proposed solution is implemented in authentication mechanisms, like LDAP and Kerberos. 
Through the overview of their functionality, a leeway of enhancements that implement the 

aforementioned solution is presented. The changes required in protocols are minimal while the 

impact is great. The authentication procedure is further hardened, freed from known 
vulnerabilities.  
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